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Executive Summary
AB bank is the 1st commercial bank in Bangladesh. It’s been almost 38 years AB bank is
serving our country their best product & quality services. AB bank launches so many new
products for the existing customers and also for new customers. AB bank first introduced
Sampurna product which is only for housewives of our country. AB bank still launching new
products for their clients. Recently they launched their new product which is called AB
height. Whatever the situation is AB bank always try to give best service to their clients and
best product quality to their clients. Even though AB bank has major advantage in our
country still lack in some sector which causes them to face threats in real life. Also AB bank
has great opportunities to improve in those sectors so that they can regain their position at top
again.
Chapter 1 contains the basic information of the report. Chapter 1 is divided into many
subclasses. In chapter 1 at first we discussed the introduction part of our organization which
is AB bank. Then we write down the topic name which is SWOT Analysis on AB bank. We
discussed our origin of report, background of report & objectives of the reports. There are
three objectives one is general objectives, second one is broad objectives and the last one is
specific objectives. We also discussed the methodology of the report & scope of the report.
We discussed the methodology of the report in two way one is primary another one is
secondary. Then we finished our chapter 1 with some limitation of which I faced while
preparing the report.
In chapter 2 we discussed about the organization part. In organization part we look into the
organization overview. We gather information about the organization from both internally
and externally. We look out to the recent board of director of AB bank & we created a list of
them. We created a portfolio of AB bank. In portfolio we discussed about the AB Investment
Limited (ABIL). Also we discussed some operational procedure of it. Then we figured the
recent Fees & charges.
In chapter 3 we discussed about the project part of the report. At first we analyzed the
situation of AB bank with the help of Michel porters framework five force model. Then we
briefly discussed about the threats of new entrants, bargaining power of buyers, threats of
substitutes, rivalry among existing competitors in terms of banking sector in our country.
Then we briefly discussed about the general banking section of AB bank. In general banking
section we briefly discussed about the main products of AB bank and recent interest rate of
AB bank products. Then we started to discuss our main topic of the report which is SWOT
analysis on AB bank. At first we point out the Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities & threats
of AB bank. Then we briefly discussed each section. We found out so many Strength,
weaknesses, Opportunities & possible threats which AB bank is going through. After
discussing this we finished our chapter 3 and moved on to chapter 4 which is basically the
findings & analysis during my internship on AB bank. In this section there are some points
of the findings & analysis. In Chapter 5 we gather the financial report of AB bank 2018 from
their website and figured here. In chapter 6 there some recommendation based on the findings
and analysis in chapter 4. In chapter 7 conclusion part is written & also references are given
in chapter 8.
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Chapter 1- Background of the problem
1.1 Introduction
AB Bank is the 1st private commercial bank in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Banking sector plays vital
role in nation’s financial stabilities. From the very beginning AB Bank currently now with
105 branches operating or providing services in Bangladesh with honor. Now days beside
proper business growth, coping with market condition and ensuring proper quality service
have become an important agenda for all the commercial banks. Keeping this thought in mind
ABBL is performing continuous customer engagement exercise to review branch compliance
& customer service involving an external company. From the beginning AB bank committed
to provide strong standard of service to their clients. AB bank always gives the best priority
to their customer demand. AB bank must define all category customers and realize all volume
of customer experience so that they can have long term success. With an ambition to secure
its place as the leading service provider, creating lasting value for its clientele, shareholder,
and employees and particularly for the community it operates in, AB has formulated a golden
heritage and an envious legacy that may not be imitated by many. Achieving plenty of
milestones and incorporating numerous changes over the last 37 years, AB has always been
authentic to its desire of being the technology driven innovative bank of Bangladesh. To
excel this new era of technological triumph, AB has successfully introduced internet banking,
SMS banking, cutting edge ICT, state-of-art network solution, 24/7 ATM service and many
other e-products. AB bank provide different sort of products to their customers. AB bank has
various products such as Saving, FDR, Different kind of Deposit Schemes, Student AB, for
women Sampurna etc. Recently AB bank launched their new product which is called AB
heights. During my Internship I have worked with all of the products of AB bank and learned
about the purpose of different products necessity. AB bank knows about their Customers
Priority, That’s why AB bank always found out best way to serve them in every possible
way.

1.2 Topic of the Report
A topic is the main thing to be set for a report. A well-chosen topic is basically tell what has
discussed in the whole report. The topic of this report is SWOT analysis of AB Bank.
11

1.3 Origin of the Report
In today’s world academic knowledge is not enough for students to test their skills or prove
themselves to the realities. They must experience the real world outside for better knowledge
and to gain more confidence in themselves. A well written report helps a student to know
more about the marketing strategies of a company. How they set all their strategies to reach
their organizational goals.

1.4 Background of the Report
Internship program is essential for every BBA student to complete their degree. Internship
helps business students to learn or get familiar to practical business activities. The student
work closely with the organization and learn about their functions and strategies. I have been
place in AB Bank Mirpur Branch for my internship. I closely worked with all the officers to
get more knowledge about the AB bank, which helps me to finish my report.

1.5 Objective of the Report
Internship is practical and realistic experience for every Business students to understand the
situation nearly. It helps student to build their career development strategies. The internship
program provides me with following knowledges-

General Objectives
The main and general objective is to complete this report based on the topic. The report will
lead us to the existing knowledge about the company in the market. It is important for us also
to have objective of our own to complete the report properly.


During intership visit every day to the branch.



Work closely with the officers.



Ask out about their market position and future strategies.



Take help to prepare the report based on the topic.
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Broad Objective
Find out and analyze the current market situation of AB bank and which promotional
strategies they can take to make their brand stronger to competitive market.

Specific Objective
As a marketing student I have to do my internship in an organization. So I choose to
complete my internship in AB bank. During my internship I had some specific
objectives based on the topic of report to complete my report.


Find out the current strength of AB bank



Find out the current Weaknesses of AB bank



Find out the future opportunities of AB bank



Find out the possible threats that AB bank can face.

1.6 Scope of the Report
This report has been prepared fully by working closely with the AB bank Officers and
discuss every situation with them. The officers and manager helped thoroughly to complete
my report. I also get great knowledge about their work which was not my topic.

1.7 Methodology of the Report
To complete a Full report everyone must follow some rules and regulations. Study were
collected from two sources for my report-

Primary Sources


Direct Observation



Face to face conversation with client & officers.



Face to face conversation with my supervisor.



Marketing activities and initiatives.
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Secondary Sources


Previously recorded report.



Websites.



Circulars of their brand and products.

1.8 Limitation
While preparing report I had to face some limitation. The limitation were faced –


Some aspects of the report may be considered confidential by the organization.



Continues change of market product rate.



Based on my topic very little knowledge was provided by the organization.



Couldn’t collect more data because of the pandemic Covid-19.
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Chapter 2- Organization Part

2.1 Overview of the Organization
Every top organization has their own created vision and mission, which helps to align
everyone with the organization. Vision & Mission of AB Bank-

Vision
“To be the trendsetter for innovative banking with excellence & perfection”

Mission
“To be the best performing bank in the country”

15

Figure 2.1 - Organogram of AB Bank
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Figure 2.2 – General Banking Hierarchy of AB Bank

Board of Directors

Figure 2.3 – Board of Directors ABBL LTD.
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List of Board of Directors-

Chairman - Muhammad A. (Rumee) Ali

Director - Feroz Ahmed

Independent Director - Kaiser A. Chowdhury

Director - Khairul Alam Choudhury

Director - Shajir Ahmed

President & Managing Director - Tarique Afzal

2.2 Portfolio

AB Investment Limited (ABIL) a company limited by shares has incorporated in Dhaka on
December 24, 2009 to deal with Merchant Banking business and started its commercial
operation on March 10, 2010. ABIL is also a subsidiary company of AB Bank Limited,
provides all types of Merchant Banking services permitted under existing law of the country.
AB Bank Limited is the pioneer in banking industry, started its Merchant Banking operation
on 2003. Since its inception, AB Bank Merchant Banking wing provided various services
which include Issue Management, Portfolio Management & Underwriting and gained an
excellent reputation in the market.
We have achieved an unparalleled reputation as a leading Merchant Banker through
providing portfolio management services by maintaining a high level of professional
expertise and integrity in client relationships. Keeping customer preferences as an investor in
mind, ABIL has designed

Investors’ Discretionary Account (IDA)



Management Discretionary Account (MDA)



Non-Resident Investors’ Discretionary Account (NRB-IDA).
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Operational ProcedureOpening of the Account: Any two Bangladeshi nationals and NRB of sound mind having a
minimum age of 18 years may open three IDA/MDA/NRB-IDA -one each in their single
name and the other in their joint names.
Building of Portfolio: A diversified portfolio can be built through investment in IPO, Private
Placement and Secondary Market.
Appointment of an Operator: Account holder may appoint any existing account holder of
ABIL as an operator of his/her Account.
Application, Transfer and Collection of Shares and/ or Dividends: Arranged by ABIL on
behalf of the clients.
Safe Custody of Securities: Securities are kept in the ABIL vault.
IPO and Private Placement: ABIL furnishes the accountholders, information about
forthcoming IPOs and Private Placement through FAX, e-mail and letters upon request.
Statement of Accounts: ABIL sends portfolio information to the account holders every 6
months. Besides, the account holders may also obtain information on their portfolios any time
upon request. Investors can access their portfolio any time from any part of the country
through SMS and Phone Service.
Phone Service: Clients may dial directly to 9569732 Ext-100/102 to get the portfolio
position or place trading orders through Phone Service.
Portfolio Statement through Email: Our clients get portfolio statement through e-mail on
daily basis whereas MDA clients receive the same on semiannual basis.
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Fees & Charge-

Criteria

IDA

MDA

NRB-IDA

Initial Deposit

BDT 10,00,000

BDT 10,00,000

BDT 10,00,000

Loan Facility

Upto BDT 10 crore

Upto BDT 10 crore

Nil

BDT 1000.00

BDT 1000.00

BDT 1000.00

Settlement Fee*

0.35% on transaction value

0.35% on transaction value

0.35% on transaction value

Portfolio Management

0.75% p.a., on Portfolio value,

2.00% p.a., on Portfolio value,

0.00% p.a., on Portfolio value,

Fee*

charged quarterly

charged quarterly

charged quarterly

Rate of Interest*

14.75% per annum

14.75% per annum

Nil

(optional)
Documentation
charge

Figure 2.4- Fees and Charge
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Chapter 3 Project Part
3.1 Situation analysis
Michael Porter provided a framework that models an industry as being influenced by five
forces. Banking or Financial sector has been immensely changed its element for last few
decade. Many banks started to do business both internally and externally. Banking industry
is influenced by the porter framework five forces also.

Figure 3.1- Porter Five Force Model
3.2 Threats of new entrantsBanking sector is more profitable in our country and there is less barrier to enter. When more
organization started to compete for same market share over and over then it started to fall.
Threats of new entrants in banking sector is low because to start a banking sector in this
country around 400 crore taka is required and also political support is needed.
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3.3 Bargaining power of buyersBuyer can demand lower product price or higher product quality from the producers when
they have more bargaining power. Lower price set is bad for the producers because if price is
lower than there will be lower revenue for the producers. From the perspective of our country
bargaining power of buyers for banking sector is low in our country. Customers has no power
to change the set rules and regulation by the Bangladesh Bank. They can’t change the interest
rate and charges.

3.4 Threats of substitutesThis force is dangerous for any organization to face. If buyers can easily find better product
price with better quality they might change or switch from one brand to another easily. In
case of Bangladesh threats of substitute is kind of low because every bank has their own high
demand from the customers.

3.5 Rivalry among existing competitorsThis force determines how an industry is more profitable and competitive than their
alternatives. Competitive firms always compete aggressively with their alternatives for more
market share and profit. Rivalry among existing competitors is high in our country. Because
competitors always strong about catching or keeping customers with suitable areas.

3.6 General banking of AB bank
General banking is the basic function of all banking activities. This is the important
department of a branch because many activities occur here. Such as cash transaction, clearing
remittance accounting activities etc. general banking is also known as a retail banking. AB
bank has following department under general banking section1. Account opening section
2. Cash counter section
3. Remittance section
22

4. Clearing section
5. Collection section
6. Cheque book issue section
7. Pay order section.

3.6.1 Account opening sectionAccount opening is the where client enter business with bank itself. It basically maintain the
banker and customer relationship. This is the most important section of a branch. By opening
account in a branch helps to mobilize the funds for investment. There are various rules and
regulation are maintained and many procedures to follow here. There are different types of
account through this department. Different types of accounts in AB bank1. Current deposit
2. Savings Account
3. Short term deposit
4. Fixed deposit
5. Monthly fixed deposit
6. Monthly income deposit
7. AB Heights

3.6.1.1 Current account

Current account is demand deposit account. There is no restriction on withdrawing money
from the account. Basically clients open this account for business purpose. There are some
rules and regulation of this account1. Minimum account opening deposit needed is TK.10007
2. No withdrawal limit.
3. No interest is given upon the deposited money.
4. Must maintain TK. 1000 Always.
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3.6.1.2 Savings Account

The main purpose of this account is for small scale savers. There is a restriction in
withdrawals of money. There are some rules to follow to maintain this account1. Minimum account opening money is required TK. 5000
2. TK. 1000 must be maintain always
3. Withdrawals amount should not be more than one fourth of the total balance.
3.6.1.3 Fixed Deposit
This is a deposit scheme for the customers. There is a time limit for the the fixed deposits
which is given in the receipt. Depositors have to withdraw the money with interest when it is
matured. Interest rate on fixed deposit is set by Bangladesh bank. Current Fixed deposit rate
is –
FDR (1 month & 2 Year) - 6.00%
FDR (3, 6 Month & 1 Year) – 7.00%

Main products of AB bankThere are many products AB bank is providing to their clients. Some of the products of AB
bank are

Savings account



Max saver



AB heights



Smart Saver



Sampurna



FDR



MSDS



DDS



MIDS
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Recent Interest of AB bank Products
Interest rate of all the AB bank products are set by the Bangladesh Bank itself. Without
informing Bangladesh Bank AB bank can’t perform any changes to their products.
Recent interest rate is shown in the figure-
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Figure 3.2- Scheme deposit interest rate
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Figure 3.3- Savings, AB heights, Shampurna, FDR Interest rate
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3.7 SWOT Analysis of AB Bank

SWOT ANALYSIS

Figure 3.4 – SWOT Analysis of AB BANK
SWOT analysis is a strategic planning technique, which helps a company or an organization
to achieve objectives by being aware of internal and external, favorable & unfavorable
situation (Andaleeb & Hasan, 2016) . SWOT analysis helps to identify external opportunities
& threats as well as internal strengths & weakness (Rahman, 2016). In other word overall
evaluation of a company’s or an organizations strength, weakness, opportunities & threats is
called SWOT analysis (Thompson & Strickland, 2003). A SWOT analysis of AB bank is as
follows:
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Strength

AB Bank is the first private bank in Bangladesh. For that AB Bank has strong brand
image in Bangladesh.



AB bank committed to its customers for their better customer service, innovative &
speedy solution to their problems.



Because AB bank has strong brand value & image in Bangladesh their shares are one
of the most actively traded stocks on Dhaka Stock Exchange.



AB Bank has good resources and personnel training facilities for both middle and
lower levels officers. With the speed of technological diffusion AB bank able to cope
up with technological changes.



Because of strong brand image & value AB bank has lots of clients trust and
confidence of public in Bangladesh.



Board of directors & Top level managements are well educated and properly
executing all the strategies to gain even higher brand value & image in Bangladesh.



AB bank do some campaign of their new product or service.

Weakness

In AB bank, Some Banking processes are too long to complete & there so many
formalities to maintain for it.



Slow progress in new banking system.



Bottom level employees & even mid-level managers can’t take part in any decision
making processes, which is not effective for the banking improvement.



AB bank has a big number of employees nowadays. Some of the employees are not
sound and loyal as they are supposed to be.



Because of high brand image AB bank doesn’t promote their brands or products
regularly because of their over-confident about their brand value.



AB bank has high fixed deposits every year, which lead them ending by paying higher
interest expense for their deposit mix.
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AB bank employees are not properly introducing about their products to their clients.

Opportunities

AB bank can Develop more Innovative products for their clients and communicate
overall product information briefly in an understandable way to their clients.



AB bank can start providing premium service banking facilities to their clients. Such
as sending clients account statement to their email.



AB bank should focus more on online banking service, Because of the technological
diffusion.



AB bank should open more branches except Dhaka & Chittagong. They should
concentrate more on rural people of Bangladesh.



As all the private local commercial banks operate in a same way in Bangladesh, if
somehow AB bank can differentiate their financial products & services than others
that will boost up their market share and Brand image.

Threats

AB bank is facing strong competition against fast pacing Private commercial banks.
Main competitors of AB bank are Dutch Bangla Bank, Southeast Bank.



Banking business areas are nowadays going downward, because of its services &
products are diversifying in other financial sectors. They are surviving by doing
general banking, which is a big threat for them.



Because of Bangladesh central bank decides all the interest rates, Private
commercials banks can’t uniquely differ themselves with each other’s.



Technological advancement causing every bank employees lack behind with the
technological knowledge. Some of the AB bank Employees are also facing lack of
the technological knowledge and importance of technology in banking service.
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Strength of AB bank (Further Discussion)
AB bank is the first commercial private bank in Bangladesh. Because it is the first bank
Bangladesh people had, that’s why the brand value of this bank will always stay strong to this
culture. AB bank is serving our country more than 30 years. Customer loyalty is so high for
this bank in our country. AB bank has their own created personal training facilities for train
both middle and lower level officers. AB bank always go beyond their service to give proper
quality to their clients. AB bank did not created their place at the top because they were the
1st private bank, but they created their space strongly in our culture by providing best service
to their customers. They seek out every best possible service which benefits both the
customers and their business. Sometimes they faced during their service such as account
opening delay, cheque book delay etc. But they always came up with speedy solution to fix
this problems during their service which also helps them to become best commercial bank in
our country. AB bank is well known in our country that’s why whenever AB bank recruit
their Top level Managers they always choose the best or right person for the position. Board
of Directors of AB bank are highly educated which helps them to come out with the best
solution to provide their service better than competitors. They always execute their marketing
strategies properly which helps them to gain more market share. Because of these strengths
AB bank has customers always find it trustworthy and reliable. Also AB bank is increasing
their service facilities with the speed of technological diffusion. AB bank always manage to
cope up with the technological change happen in our country. AB bank needs to train their
employees with the knowledge of technology so that in any situation of technological
advancement employee can cope up with it. Whenever AB bank launches new product
service in our country they always goes out for campaign. For example recently AB bank set
a campaign for their newly launched product AB heights. So they went in every College,
Medical near there branch to tell about their new product service. Which is great to increase
their brand image and loyalty more to their existing customers & also to their new customers.
These strength also help AB bank to create their position at the top in our country.
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Weaknesses Of AB bank (Further discussion)
As always every organization has their own weaknesses. AB bank has lots of good strengths
as an organization. To maintain their position at the top they also lack something which
causes them to fall of their position sometimes. As AB bank execute their strategies and plan
properly and with high vision, it requires too much formalities to follow. Because of too
much formalities the required banking processes take too long to execute which makes a
disadvantage for them. Clients always get bored when there is time consuming process going
around in the banking process. Bottom level officers or employees always not that much fond
of clients time so they delay the normal process such as account opening, remittance clearing
etc. which cause AB bank a great disadvantage in their brand value. Bottom level employees
& sometimes even mid-level officers can’t take part in any decision making process by AB
bank. This is another disadvantage or weakness of AB bank. Because when only top level
managers take part they don’t know that much of what clients are really going through, which
is well known to the bottom level employees. So when top level managers make decisions or
execute any marketing plan that may not be effective for the clients sometimes. Which
sometimes causes brand image fall. AB bank has lots of employees in every branches.
Because they are not cared enough or pressured to reach marketing goals or organization
goals some of the employees are not loyal or active around. AB banks knows that they are the
1st private commercial bank in our country, because of that they don’t go for any promotional
activities which is another weakness or disadvantage for the organization. In Bangladesh
around 20-25% people are illiterate, they don’t know how banks are performed. Also some of
the literate people don’t know how it is performed. If AB bank don’t take steps about
promoting their service to these people they might lose potential customers to their
competitors. Also Employees must introduce their every product properly to their clients,
which creates strong brand loyalty between brand and customers. In case of AB bank some of
the branch employees are not familiar with their clients and don’t want to share their service
properly to the clients, which creates disadvantage for the organization. AB bank has high
fixed deposit rate every year which lead them to pay more interest expense. This is another
weakness of AB bank. AB bank though has strong brand value and loyalty but these
weaknesses demote them from their rank in our country.
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Opportunities of AB bank (Further discussion)
As a 1st private commercial bank AB bank can develop more innovative products for their
clients. And by promoting the overall product information to their client will help them to get
proper result from the product. Recently AB bank launches their new product which is AB
height. This sort of initiatives will help to grow better than their competitors in the market. As
customers are 1st priority of AB bank they should place an option where customer can put
their discussion about what sort of service they want from the bank. By reviewing all the
customer discussion AB bank can take initiatives to make better use of their service toward
their clients. AB bank also have to launch new products or make their service more suitable
to their customer. So that they can easily understand what service or product AB bank is
providing or will provide to them. AB bank can start premium service facilities such as
sending account statement by email to their clients. In this technological era every people has
their own E-mail and smartphone. AB bank can set-up an app where clients can easily get all
the necessary information they need about their account or service of AB bank. AB bank can
use this advantage and reduce the pressure in branches and greatly increase the use of
technology. Clients will also feel great when they can easily sort out problem from home and
not waiting in the branches for that. Day by day Bangladesh literacy is growing more. Most
of the people is Bangladesh now a days earn decent amount of money and always look out
for safety of their money. AB bank can grab this opportunity and open more branches outside
of Dhaka & Chittagong. So that more clients can get involve to their business. Clients will get
safety assurance also bank will get their business profit. Every bank in Bangladesh operate
almost in a same way. Bangladesh bank set the rules & regulation for every bank. Beyond
this if somehow AB bank can differentiate their product and Service to their clients then this
will boost up their rank and also will boost up their brand image in the country. The more
brand image they will get the more profit they will earn of themselves. Customers has to sit
down for account opening process and give all the information employee needs. Employee
than fill up the form by hand-written procedure, which is time consuming for both of them.
After that clients take that form to officer and officer fill the online form in their computer.
This is a two way process which takes more time to do. If the account opening process go
only one time which is by typing in the computer first to last then it will not that much of
time consuming for both the employee and customers. This is a great opportunity also for AB
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bank if they can do it in technological way. Bangladesh is rapidly growing country, to get
most out of this if AB bank must sort out some strategies which will create opportunities for
them to regain the best financial banking position in our country.

Threats of AB Bank (Further discussion)
Every organization face threats during their business strategy. AB bank is a financial sector
which creates more threats for them. There are many banks in Bangladesh. Some of the banks
are really giving good competition to AB bank. Once AB bank was the best bank for their
customer loyalty and service. Now people don’t only go for AB bank because they have
multiple good alternative banking service around them. Most dangerous threats of AB bank is
that some banks such as Dutch Bangla Bank, South East Bank are providing the best service
and quality to their customers than AB bank. Because of some up’s & down AB bank failed
to achieve best customer service and product quality than these banks. AB bank faced this
threat because of their both internal & external crisis or situation they created. Recently if we
see AB bank lost his position in share market Because of these competitors are providing the
best service and product quality than AB bank, this is the big threat for AB bank. Another big
threat for them is, business areas downward sloping now a days. There are many service &
product diversification is happening in the other financial sectors. Because of that many
clients are not showing their interest to those activities. Now a day’s most of the banks are
surviving by only doing general banking activities. Because of the higher interest rate AB
bank suffers from higher interest expense. Though they can’t do anything about it. Because
the interest rate is fixed by the Bangladesh bank itself. Even if AB bank wants to provide
more product quality with better interest rate to their customers they can’t go for it. Because
they can’t set the rules & regulation by themselves. They have to follow the rules &
regulation which is set by the Bangladesh bank. Another threat AB bank is going through in
every branches is lack of technological knowledge. In almost every branch of AB bank
around 50% of employees don’t have proper technological knowledge. That is why they took
more time to execute every banking process. It is not about the literacy it is about the fast
technological advancement in our country. Also in account opening form section clients
always have to sit down for giving information about themselves while employees fill up the
account opening form by hand. Which is also time consuming and customers get bored. The
less technological knowledge AB bank has, the more threats they will face in future.
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Chapter 4- Findings & analysis
During my internship in AB bank mirpur Branch I work closely with every officer and
managers closely to learn everything about the organization. The Environment was so ecofriendly in this branch that they all were so helpful. During my internship study I found out
some notable findings. Within the organization.
 Every officers and manager come work at time always. Mainly banking service start
at 10 A.M., so usually everyday all the officers and manager himself attend the branch
by 9-30 everyday, which show the punctuality of the branch.
 Customer relationship officer are so friendly towards their customers, even if they are
younger than them. Even senior officer and manager is friendly to their customer.
 Every officer & manager greet their client properly with greetings and offer to seat
down and listen attentively to their problem or what they have to say.
 Every employee address their customer as a sir or ma’am always, which is creates
beautiful image for the branch as usual for AB bank.
 In account opening there are some time consuming activities because of the account
opening form is lengthy process both for employee and customers.
 AB bank is well known commercial bank, they have huge client number indeed. In
mirpur branch they have uncounted client come every day. In my daily observation
there are lack of seat in the branch to offer all the clients.
 Senior officers and managers handle risky situation with clients with cautions.
 Manager and senior officers friendly with each other, always helps out each other
with difficult situation.
 Manager sometimes come out from his room and seek out what service clients need
and show them from which desk they will get the service from.
 Senior officers always delay their hand works and later they passed it to low level
employees to complete it.
 Interior design quality is not that much attractive.
 No advanced powerful computers are used for operations.
 Branches only do what they have to do, not are taking any promotional activities to
improve the brand image.
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Overall during my internship in AB bank mirpur branch I greatly appreciate the working
environment here at first. Then I will appreciate their proper service providing process. I
learned lots of things during my internship as because the employees and managers are so
friendlier to me. Even AB bank provided training to all internees in the main branch about
what task we internees must fulfill during our internship. In this training senior officers
discussed about their bank overall marketing strategies also and showed us the future
improvements of this banks. So overall I enjoyed most of the time of my internship here.
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Chapter 5- Financial Analysis
AB Bank financial report shown in below figures-

Figure 5.1- overall highlights of AB bank in 2018
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Figure 5.2– Shareholder Information
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Figure 5.3- Consolidated Balance sheet 2018
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Figure 5.4- Consolidated Profit & Loss Account 2018
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Figure 5.5- Consolidated Cash Flow Statement 2018
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Figure 5.6- Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity 2018
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Figure 5.7- Balance sheet 2018
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Figure 5.8- Profit & Loss Account 2018
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Figure 5.9- Cash Flow Statement 2018
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Figure 5.10- Statement of Changes in equity 2018
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Figure 5.11- Liquidity Statement 2018
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Chapter 6- Recommendation
Based on the overall study I can make these recommendation with a view towards improving
the Service qualities and improved product capacity service of AB bank.

Following

Recommendation I made –
 Less the time consumption of account opening. When client come to open an account
officer must take a one way attempt to open the account with the use of computer
technology.
 Every clients should get all account related information through an app with an
individual client account.
 AB bank must look out for more seat arrangement in every branch so that customer
can wait with ease while they can have a seat.
 Every officer must get a training about technology such as how to complete task in
computer fast, how to run a program for banking procedure etc.
 Every branch should be provided with advanced powerful computer so that every
officer can easily get every work done fast.
 Every branch should have great exterior and interior design according their brand logo
and symbol, so that customer can feel positive about the branch.
 Every customer must get proper attention, not only the premium customer.
 Every branch must practice promotional activities within their existing and new
customers to improve the brand image.
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Chapter 7- Conclusion
Now a days banking sectors or institutions play major role in country’s economy. In today’s
culture of Bangladesh, Bank outfit have different contribution for singular and other
restrictive firms and also other sector for development criteria. AB bank is the 1st Bank in
Bangladesh also the ubiquity of best banking service in Bangladesh. AB banks takes every
initiatives which is needed for both providing the best customer service and quality. Also AB
bank is organized in a way which creates the most value of itself from our nation. AB bank
went through lots of problem internally and externally but they always come up with possible
solution every time because of their well-organized board of directors. AB bank now a days
operating well both inside and outside of capital of Bangladesh. AB bank suffers from some
weaknesses & threats but after study closely and work with this organization I can say they
can overcome every threats in a matter of time. AB bank is grabbing every possible
opportunity in our country. Which helps them to achieve more brand image. AB bank share
market position is not that much great recently but with the implementation of every possible
opportunity they might regain the share market also. During my internship and after all the
studies I made I can say most of the banking service of AB bank is much better than other
banks even from their competitors.
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